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O. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
Consider the sentences:
{l) tumakb6 qa71 taqo+7] mata71kad
The man who is tall ran
tumakb6 qa71 mata71kad na taqo
The tall man ran
(2) tumakb6 qa71 taqo+7] nasugatan
The man who was wounded ran
tumakb6 qa71 nasugatan na taqo
The wounded man ran
(3) sinabi ni Pedro na qaqalis daw si Hwan
It was said by Pedro that Juan will reportedly leave
(4) gust6+7] i:nilita ni Pedro qa71 larawan 'V
gusto ni Pedro+7] milita qa71 larawan
The picture is wanted by Pedro to be seen =
Pedro wants to see ·the picture
(5) kayla71a(h)+7] makita ni Pedro qa71 larawan 'V
kayla71an ni Pedro+71 milita qa71 larawan
The picture is needed to be seen by Pedro =
Pedro must see the picture
(6) mabilis (na) tumakb6 qa71 bataq 'V
tumakb6 na71 mabilis qa71 bataq 'V
tumakb6+7] mabilis qa71 bataq
The child ran fast
(7) maganda+7] maganda qa71 bahay
The house is very pretty
(8) kumaqin na71 kumaqin qa71 bataq
The child ate continuatively =
The child kept on eating
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The citation sentences (1 )-(8) are given in broad phonetic transcription with the ligature
'V 11 'V na11 "' q,) italicized for emphasis. The occurrence of the ligature in different
structures exemplified by the above sentences will be accounted for. However, the study
will rescind from considering the other major ligature in Tagalog, the linker ay. Moreover, although homophonous, the occurrence of na 'V + 11 and na11 in the followingsentences will be considered as arising from different grammatical processes which will not
be considered in this study:

(na

(9) dumati11 na qa11 bataq
The child has already arrived
(10) kumaqin ka nd
It is time for you to eat
(11) kumaqin na11 ma11ga qa11 bataq "'kumaqi11 ma11ga qa11 bataq
The child ate a mango
(12) na11 dumati11 si Pedro, umalis na qa11 taqo
When Pedro arrived, the man had already gone
In sentences (9) and (10), na is a particle added to the verb phrase and belongs to the subset of verb phrase particles quite numerous in Tagalog. In sentence (11), +11 is areduced
form of the determiner for na11-marked noun phrases, and in sentence (12), na11 is a sentential conjunction.
Most likely, at some earlier stage of the language, etymologically speaking, some
common proto form could be cited for these forms. Synchronically, however, the forms
of (9) to (12) will be considered functionally distinct from the homophonous forms exemplified by (1 )-(8). It will be the thesis of this paper, however, that a common function
may be concluded for the forms na 'V + 11 "'na11 'V q, in sentences (1)-(8). In American
structuralist terms, the forms would be considered allomorphs of the same morpheme, a
semantically vacuous but structurally significant morpheme-hence, an 'empty morph'.

1. PREVIOUS STUDIES
The grammatical discussion of the ligature in Tagalog, because of its common and
frequent occurrence, is a necessary part of any grammar of Tagalog. It will be convenient
to consider the treatment of the ligature under three headings, according to the orientatiOn of the grammarian.
I.I. PHONOLOGICAL VIEW

The view in which the occurrence of the ligature is described strictly in phonological
terms, as a purely transitional sound necessary for the 'arrangement and harmony of the
sentence' is perhaps best represented by Lope K. Santos (1950 originally 1939) which
will henceforth be referred to as the Balarila View, closely identified with the literature
emanating from the Institute of National Language in Manila:
Ang kanf-kanyang paraang ito ng paggamit sa tat16ng anyo- na, ng at g - ay sapilitan, at dimaaaring iwasan o pagpalit-palitfu kaya, nang di masisira ang mabuting ayos at hirnig ng pananalita (96).
Subali't ang mga kalayaang it6 ay karaniwang dinagpapakilala ng kalinisan ng pananalita; kaya
maiiwasan ay di-dapat garnitin ng nagsasalita, sumusulat o tumutula, kundikung toto6
na lamang kailangan 0 siyang nababagay kaya sa hirnig ng pagsasalita (97).

hangg~'t
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The Balarila View is carried to its logical conclusion by the successors of Santos at
the Institute of National Language. For example, Villanueva, Panganiban and Mariano
(1948:95) state with regard to the pang-angkop:
Sa paraang ito'y nagagawang lalong magaan at madulis ang pagbibigkas sa magkasunod na
saliti o pangungusap.

Here, instead of 'hannony', one now speaks of 'ease of articulation' and Ziprs (1965)
'principle of least effort'.
Such a view is quite vague (although the occurrence of the ligature is amply exemplified by Santos)and really gives no guide as to when to use the ligature and when not
to use it-what is stated for 'ang mabuting ayos at himig ng ·pananalita' is too general to
merit even descriptive adequacy (see Chomsky 1966). What one attains in the Balarila
View is at most observational adequacy.
1.2. TAXONOMIC VIEW
The scholarly literature on Tagalog, compared to the other Philippine languages, is
quite extensive. Most of it follows a taxonomic model, an item-and-arrangement inventory
or listing showfug the different terms of ligation or linking. Perhaps the most extensive
listing of ligature uses can be found in the old grammars exemplified by Totanes (1787)
and incorporated into Serrano Laktaw's (1929) grammar. Blake (1908) compares instances
of the Tagalog ligature with similar formatives in other languages; he likewise discusses
uses of the ligature in his 1925 grammar. Bloomfield (1917) discusses the uses of the
ligature under 'conjunctive attribution' while Lopez (1940) treats the ligature under
syntax and refers to na and -11 as 'appositional particles' for enlarging subject and predicate
by apposition.
More recently, Wolfenden (1961) describes linkers as 'subordinating particles' which
'link modifiers to head words or phrases in an attributive relation' (5). It is interesting to
note that Rizal's outline of Tagalog grammar, reprinted in Wolfenden (38-44), unlike
Wolfenden's, which is structuralist in model and formal in presentation, is semantically
based. According to Rizal, the ligazon 'representa la union entre dos ideas' and that the
ligazbn 'corresponde al que relativo castellano y la frase kahoy na mabuti hace el papel
de un relativo como si dijeramos arbol que "es" bueno, arbor qui (est) bonus, etc.' (4243). The discussion of the ligature in connection with relative clauses, it will be seen, is
quite significant. As far as I am aware, it is the only instance in. the literature where an
explicit reference is made to relativization in connection with the ligature.
More recently, Bowen (1965) in the gnµnmatical notes of his pedagogical manual
gives formulae in which the linker is incorporated into the formula.
Perhaps the most highly formalized among the taxonomic grammars completed thus
far is Llamzon's (1968). The use of the ligature, however, is noted by parenthetical remarks rather than actually treated in the formulae where the union of categories is characterized as one of solidarity marked by . and where the presence or nonpresence of the
ligature is added as a supplementary note.
1.3. GENERATIVE VIEW
The only full-length published Tagalog grammar thus far which uses the generative
model is Schacter and Otanes' (In press), where the use of the ligature is discussed in
several sections (sections 3 .11-3 .20 under nominals and their expansions; adjective
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complementation 4J 7 and the verb complementation 5.26). The authors make a useful
distinction between the linker in nominal compounds (section 3.8), with allomorphs ·T/
and </> (mesang-kaqindn, silid-kaqiruin) and the linker in other instances. For the purposes
of this study, it is only the latter type of linker which is under consideration.
Although Schacter and Otanes use a generative model (Chomsky 1965) in their
analysis, there are strictly speaking no formal rules but word descriptions of linguistic
phenomena and rules, since their grammar is intended for second-language learners of
Tagalog with little or no interest in formal rules in themselves.
In Otanes (1970), however, in whlch the linker is discussed, it is clear from Otanes'
work that the linker is meant to be introduced by means of rewrite phrase-structure rules
for the base. It figures prominently in structures with a matrix and constituent sentence.
What is important to note from the point of view of theoretical interest is that the linker
is introduced not transformationally but in the phrase-structure rules; in other words, it is
considered as part of the base-structure.

2. GRAMMATICAL CONVERGENCE IN SHALLOW STRUCTURE
The discussion of the ligature in this study will presuppose a generative model although no formal rules will be formulated. Moreover, it will take as its frame of reference
Chafe's (1970) version of generative semantics. (For brevity's sake, I shall discuss only
processes and rules in which the ligature figures. For a better understandi.J:i.g of the Philip·
pine languages, however, to see how the ligature figures within a more complete grammar,
the reader is referred to my study of Pampangan (1970) where similar rules on the ligature
are found.)
The study will make the following hypotheses: (1) The ligature is not generated by
the base rules (Chafe's semantic rules) but transformationally (Chafe's post-semantic
rules). (2) The hypothesis will further be made that in many instances, the occurrence of
the ligature in surface structure may be derived from entirely different structures in the
base component. Along the derivation, prior to surface structure, in what the generative
semanticists (Lakoff et al.) call 'shallow structure', there is a process which I shall describe as structural incorporation which generates the ligature, eventually symbolized as
na"' +ri "'naT/. (3) It will further be claimed that in certain predictable environments, the
ligature is deleted, thus explaining the absence of the ligature.
The treatment is novel insofar as it considers naT/ as essentially a phonological
variant (demanding certain grammatical prerequisites) of na and +ri, a claim that has not
been made before in the literature, where naT/ is always treated separately from na and
+T/. There is thus a convergence in shallow structure whereby essentially different base
structures show identical surface substructures, a type of functional unity or what the
generative semanticists call 'conspiracy' not in phonology, however, but in syntax, a
'grammatical conspiracy', if the term may be coined.
2.1. PHONOLOGICAL RULE
Stated formally as a rule purely on the expression side of language, the rule for the
ligature is statable as:
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PHONOLOGICAL RULE I

na
If the brackets are considered a notation for exclusive disjunction and if exclusive disjunction entails rule ordering (see Chomsky and Halle 1968), then the above rule would
be paraphrasable as:

In lexical items that end in a vowel, 17 is added to the phonological sequence.
If this does not obtain, the next rule obtains: if the lexical item ends in the
coronal nasal, 17 is added. If this does not obtain, the next rule applies: if the
lexical item ends in a glottal stop, 11 is added. Otherwise, na is added as an
enclitic.
Note that a supplementary rule would have to be added
PHONOLOGICAL RULE II

I ----+11

in effect deleting n and q (the glottal stop). This supplementary rule need not concern us
at this point, however.
My claim will be:

SYMBOLIZATION RULE
VOWEL+ _ __
LINKER~

n

+ __,___

q

+ ___

grammatical
prerequisites

na

paraphrasable as
The LINKER is symbolized as na or 17 or as nari according to certain statable
grammatical prerequisites, themselves the outputs of previous grammatical
processes.
It is these grammatical prerequisites and previous grammatical processes which I would
like to discuss.
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2.2. GRAMMATICAL PREREQUISITES
The ligature in Tagalog arises in three types of structures, structures broadly labelable as instances of relativization, complementation, and adverbialization. In Chafe's
{1970) model, adjectives are considered as state verbs (V); adverbs are considered as state
verbs further specifying another V. If one accepts this hypothesis, then it seems that
whenever a subordinate V in a constituent sentence is post-semantically (= transformationally) incorporated into the matrix sentence as the structure draws near to surface
structure in the derivation, the ligature occurs. What seems to happen may be diagrammed
thus:

~

BASE

V2

I

I

[
Ni

complement

2

+V~2

N,

I

Vi

V2

SURFACE

Adverbialization

Complementation

Relativization

Ni

v,

+ V2

Ni

where + is an ad hoc indicator for the ligature. What began in the base structure as a
subordinate relationship wherein V2 is dominated by either a Vi or an N in the matrix
sentence becomes on the surface a kind of co-equal relationship once the structure has
been linearized (in Chafe's model, semantic or base structure is postulated as non-linear,
to be linearized as a post-semantic or transformational process as the structure draws near
to surface structure).
2.1.1. Relativization. Only one example need be considered:
(I) tumakb6 qa17 ta qo+17 mata17kad
The man who is tall ran
Semantically, this may be represented thus:
I
~ent

run

man
de brute

2

state

tall

The matrix sentence may be considered
tumakb6 qa17 taqo
The man ran
an action V which demands an agent N. However, clearly not on a coequal basis with the
first V is the state V 'tall' which traditionally 'modifies' the Noun Agent, a state V however that demands in its turn a patient N, which is also man. The diagram is admittedly an
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ad hoc and imperfect way of showing this nonequal rdationship. In some ways, the V
state 'tall' further specifies the already semantically specified man-it may be comparable
to an inflection of man in the same way that the inflectional specification definite, subject, singular (·plural), specifies man further.
Postsemantically, there is a linearization process (among other linearization proces·
ses) which eventually results in surface or shallow structure as:

+

N

where the ligature becomes obligatory and signals surface c6equlllity with N.
I need not at this point deal with different types of relative clauses, restrictive,
nonrestrictive, and other relative clauses in which the second V is not a state V but a nonstate V (action, process, process-action) which may demand other accompanying N's.
Moreover, there is an optional transposing process in Tagalog whereby after N has
been linearized further into a Determiner (D) and a Noun (N), the V2 may be interposed
between D and N, so that we can have:

D

Vi

tumakb6

V2

mata17kad

+

N

na

taqo

which is again predictable, since the union of V with N does call for such a ligature. The
preceding explanation would account for examples (1) and (2).
2.1.2. Complementation. Again, only one example need be considered:
(4) gust6+77 milita ni Pedro qa17 larawan
The picture is wanted by Pedro to be seen =
Pedro wants to see the picture
which may be analyzed thus:
I

Vi
state
experiential
completable

want

completnr-e_n_t_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____,

V2
process
experiential
completable

complement
N2

experiencer
Ni

see

picture

Pedro

expeJencer
Ni

Pedro

where the experiential state V gusto (from Spanish gusto) 'want' is further specified as a
completable state V demanding as its complement as embedded V-N structure. As an
experiential state V, it demands an experiencer N, Pedro, the subject of the experience
of wanting. The complement is an embedded structure, an experiential process V, rruikita
'to see', which demands an experiencer N, Pedro, which happens to be identical with the
experiencer N of the matrix sentence.
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Postsemantically, Ni of the embedded complement is deleted because of its identity with Ni of the matrix sentence, A choice of subject is made, 'picture', which in tum
demands the extraposing (to the right) of this subject and the interposing of Ni adjacent
t.o the Vi , a positional rule common in Tagalog. V2 is incorporated into the Vi branch,
generating the ligature. Hence, we end up with the structure

+

b

b

V2

definite
SUBJECT

unique
definite
-SUBJECT
-OBLIQUE
gusto

Pedro+r,

ni

milita

larawan

qa71

Again, there is an optional interposing possible in Tagalog whereby D
traposed to the right of V2 to yield:
I

I

+

Vi

I

Vi
milita

gust6+71

Ni may be ex-

I

I

I

D

Ni

D

ni

Pedro

larawan

qa71

There is a small subset of verbs in Tagalog which take a V2
and which obligatorily delete the ligature. This is exemplified by dapat:

I

Vi

N complement

b

+

dapat

si

Pedro

The same type of analysis may be carried out for sentences (3) and (5), except that
for sentence (5), where the matrix Vi is a verb of speaking, there is an added rule that
blocks the subjectivization process and that obligatorily extraposes the complement constituent structure, so that we end up in surface structure with:

I

Vi

D

sinabi

ni

I

N

+

I

V2

Pedro na qaqalis

I

reportative

D

I
N

daw

si

Hwan

I

Moreover, there is an optional deletion rule that. allows na to be deleted to yield:
(5') sinabi ni Pedro qaqalis daw si Hwan
In existential state V's, 'there is', one has the patient N incorporated into the V:
(9) mayroq6 (n)+71 taqo sa ha.hay
There is a man in the house.
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-definite
Normally, a

-OBLIQUE

noun phrase takes the determiner na11, as in

(IO) kumaqin na11 ma11ga qa11 bataq
The child ate a mango
In existential state V's as in (9), not only does the sentence have no subject (ang/si NP)
but even the determiner of ttiqo is q,. N is incorporated into V:
I

v

I

N

D

taqo

mayroq6n

------t

v
mayr6q(n)TI

+

N

taqo

In turn, there is an optional rule deleting the last two syllables of mayroq6n to yield:
(9) may taqo

sa bahay

2.1.3. Adverbialization. In the same way that an N may be further specified by a
embedded V
N structure in relativization, a specification in some ways analogous
to inflectional specification, a V may be further specified not only for aspect, subjunctive,
etc. but likewise by some modification of manner. This modification, traditional adverb·
ialization, is evident for example in a sentence such as:
(6) mabilis na tumakb6 qa11 bataq
The boy ran fast
(In the above sentence, na seems to be optionally deletable. In fact, in my idiolect and in
the idiolect of associates I consulted, na is preferred to be deleted although its occurrence
would not make the sentence ungrammatical. That na is there at some prior stage seems to
be evident, however, since a permutation clearly makes a ligature necessary:
(6') tumakb6 na11 mabilis qa11 bataq
where the ligature reappears as na11. It seems there is likewise an optional phonological
rule deleting na·, a form of haplology, which yields
(6")

tumakb6~

mabilis qa11 bataq

Semantically, the structure may be represented thus:

vn

V1
action
run

agent
N
child

state

fast
Adverbs of manner are typically state V's modifying nonstate V's. The diagram attempts
to represent the subordinate role of V2 • Postsemantically, there is a linearization process
which yields
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V2

+

V1

mabilis

na

tumakb6

D

37

N

qa71

bataq

There is likewise an optional permutation process which permutes V2 with V 1 and
yields the following linear reordering
'

I
V2

I

+

tumakb6

N

mabilis

bataq

qa71

Sentences (7) and (8) exemplify a special type of adverbialization, symbolized by
reduplication expressive of two semantic units. State V's when reduplicated in Tagalog
add the specification of intensity. On the other hand, when nonstate V's are reduplicated
in Tagalog, one does not have intensity but the added specification of continuativeness,
paraphrasable as 'to keep ___ing'. 1he semantic structure of (7) may be represented
thus:

n

V1
state
intensive

V2
state

patient
N

beautiful

house

· -

while the semantic structure of (8) may be represented thus:

n

v2
action

·- e a t

'

agent

N
child

V1
state
continuative
In both sentences, V 1 is not lexically specified but the lexical entry of V2 is copied
into V 1 . Essentially, however, the same linking necessitates the ligature which in the case
of nonstate V's is symboli~d not by na 'V +77 but by na71. There is no phonological
motivation for this just as there was no phonological motivation for na71 instead of na 'V
+77 for the permuted version of sentence (6). It is an arbitrary symbolization dependent
upon prior grammatical considerations.

2.3; STRUCTURAL INCORPORATION
In effect, the ligature arises as a result of incorporating two major categories which
are subordinate one to the other in base structure, a subordinate V vis-a-vis either another
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V or an N. It is precisely when this subordinate or dominated or embedded V is incorporated in surface structure into a higher branch, a V or an N of the matrix sentence, that
the ligature becomes necessary. In effect, we structurally incorporate two separate and
unequal branches in the phrase marker into one main branch of surface equality.

It should likewise be noted that this rule in a total grammar using deep-surface distinctions would pertain to shallow structure, prior to but only a few steps removed from
surface structure or even immediately leading to surface structure, in effect bringing about
a surface similarity among essentially different structures.

3. RESIDUAL PROBLEMS
In Dyen {1970:5), the subject marker or determiner qa11 is analyzed as consisting of
a determinative connected by the conjunctive particle, so that qa11 b<ihay is postulated
with the following cuts (Dyen's transcription):
'the house'

ha.hay

qa---f1

As far as I know, this is the first time in the literature wherein the subject determiner
qa11 has been analyzed as containing th~ ligature. All previous analyses consider qa11 as a

unitary symbolization of the subject determiner without further possibility of segmenta·
tion-it is a minimal significant unit or morpheme consisting of a sequence of phonemes.
The fact that when the subject determiner is for a proper noun, one has no 11 seems to
confirm the nonoccurrence of the ligature. Otherwise, one would have:
Ped.ro

*si-11

'Pedro'

instead of
si

Pedro

However, a problem arises with regard to the demonstratives, for in the demonstratives, the ligature occurs:
qit6+17

bataq

qire-h7
qiya(n)+ri
qiyaq6(n)-h]
Chafe (1970) and transformationalists analyze demonstratives as special kinds of determiners and because determiners are usually iii. exclusive distribution with ordinary determiners, one does not normally have determiner and demonstrative in the same NP. However, in Tagalog, if demonstratives were a special kind of determiner, one should not have
the ligature, since normally there is no ligature in

I

D

I

N

substructures. That there is a ligature would seem to argue for a different analysis of
demonstratives. Moreover, to confirm the necessity for this different analysis, the cooccurrence of demonstrative with determiner must be cited. We can have
bata-h] it6
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If we analyze the above phrase as a transform of a constituent sentence paraphrasable as
qit6 qa11 bata
The boy is this [one]
then we can analyze the above NP as

~

V
state
predicate noun
demonstrative
this
If one accepts this analysis, then the occurrence of the ligature in surface structure becomes regular
definite

N

+

'

bataq

1'/

qit6

v

b

V may then be interposed, copied and interposed between D and N to yield (after obligatory deletion of D):

v

+

N

+

predicate noun
qito

v
predicate noun

bata

1'/

1'/

qit6

or without the copying transformation but only with the interposing transformation:

v

+

predicate noun

N
bataq

The same analysis would seem to obtain for numbered NP, for example:
qa11

bata~

dalawa

The children who are two [in number]
is traceable to
Dalawa qa11 bataq
The children are two [in number] ·
which is analyzable in the base as
N
child
plural
definite

I

v
state
quantitative
numerical

two
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Adding the granunatical reprerequisites to the earlier rule statement on the symboas follows (in broad phonetic transciption):
Surface and Shallow Structure
Linker symbolization

..!..

(

A

\

=
"'

.::S.><

~

.c

=<

~

t""

~

+
I

\.

)

"V"

<

~

0

0

~

=
g. "'n....

0

<

i::

+

z
+

..

z
+

<
<

<

+
z

z

~

~·

+

-
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The verbal nature (state V) of demonstratives and numerals is hypothetical and subject to debate. Unlike Dyen, I do not postulate the occurrence of the ligature inqa11, but I
do postulate its oecurrence in numbers and demonstratives and attempt to account for
the occurre.1ce of the ligature in the same way as I did for its other occurrences by postulaing an underlying demonstrative predicate noun or numerical quantitative state verb in
the base structure. Undoubtedly, to treat demonstratives and numbers as verbs rather
than developments within N (N ~ D
N) is unusual. The hypothesis however
provides a neat and regular way for the occurrence of the ligature in
qa11 bata+ri qit6 "' qit6+ri bataq
qMr b-ata
qa11 bata+ri dalawa "'qa11 dalawa+ri bataq
and not in
si Pedro
qa11 bataq
The rule may be paraphrased thus:

1) In linking one continuative state V with another nonstate V (adverbialization),
symbolize linking by na17
2) If (1) does not apply, move to the second part of the rule: The ligature is symbolized as +ri after a vowel, a coronal nasal, and a glottal stop; otherwise, it is
symbolized as na. This rule applies in the following cases:
The linking of a V to an N
The interposing of a V between a Determiner and an N
The linking of a Noun Phrase between two Verbs
The linking of one V witaanother V
A supplementary rule would have to be formulated for permuted state V and -state V
structures whereby instead of na, na17 is selected as the symbolization of the ligature.
Moreover, optional deletion rules are not formulated.
The rule thus makes evident the necessity of grammatical prerequisites to any kind
of rule on the expression side of language. Moreover, our considerations show how essentially different structures may on the surface show convergence and that this convergence is essentially one of uniting an embedded V to either a V or an N in the matrix
sen~ence by a rule in essence consisting of incorporating this V into a higher branch, a
type of structural incorporation, so that such semantically divergent structures as the
following may be accounted for from the point of view of the ligature by a single rule of
incorporation:
mabilis na mabilis qa11 k6tse
lumalakad na17 lumalakad si Pedro
kayla11a(n)+11 tumakb6 si Pedro
dapat q, tumakb6 si Pedro

(by a still later deletion rule)

malaki qa11 bata+ri nakatay6q

42
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malakl qa11 bata+11 Iumalakad
sinabi ni Pedro na qaqalis daw si Hwan
alam ni Pedro na qaqalis si Hwan
The hypotheses presented here would have to be tested against further data of the
language in other structures. In general, there is no real disagreement between the treatment of the ligature here and the phonological treatment of the Balarila View or the
taxonomic interpretations of the ligature, merely an effort to go beyond the rather
shallow statement of the Balarila View and to attempt an explanatorily more adequate
treatment compared to that of the taxonomists.
The study differs from the rest of the literature in including na11 as an allomorph or
21losymbol of the linker (togehter with +11 and na). It differs from that of Otanes, which
is likewise generative in orientation, by positing the linker as arising transformationally
and by postulating a common rule which applies to variegated structures along the
derivation of a sentence towards surface structure.
Llamzon treats the ligature in such structures as
bakod na buhoq

'a fence that is made of bamboo'

kumaqin na11 mabuti qa11 bataq

'The child ate well'

as having nothing in common. In the first citation , he posits a noun phrase in the na-case
(distinct from the usual three surface cases of Tagalog NP's: qa11/si, na11/.r1i, sa/kay). In
the second citation, he posits an adjective phrase in the na-case. I disagree with the first
analysis (as Rizal would) since it misses the relativization implicit in 'a fence that is made
of bamboo', and I disagree with the second analysis since I consider case to be an
intrinsic property of N's and not of adjectives, although in surface structure, features of
N may be incorporated into the adjective (as in Latin ad puellam bonam). Moreover, the
essentially ligative function of na and na11 in the above examples is missed; likewise, the
commonality of this ligative function with the other occurrences of ligation already reviewed would be unaccounted for.
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